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Children’s Books Ireland
CBI is the national organisation for children’s books in Ireland.
Through our many activities and events we aim to engage
young people with books, foster a greater understanding of
the importance of books for young people and act as a core
resource for those with an interest in books for children in
Ireland. Our vision is an Ireland in which books are central to
every child’s life and where meaningful engagement with books
is supported by passionate and informed adults in families,
schools, libraries and communities all across the island.
Children’s Books Ireland is a non-profit organisation with
charitable status. Our core funder is the Arts Council and
anyone can become a member and support out work via our
website: www.childrensbooksireland.ie

Welcome to Shadowing!
A very warm welcome to this year’s Children’s Books Ireland
Book of the Year Awards shadowing activity pack. The highly
anticipated 2016 shortlist has now been announced and it
is time for the scheme to begin in earnest. Over the coming
weeks thousands of young readers across the country will be
reading, reviewing and debating their chosen books, before
finally deciding on their overall favourite. Once again, the
judging panel’s selection serves to showcase the strength and
vitality of contemporary Irish children’s literature across a
variety of styles and reading levels. We are particularly pleased
to see so many brilliant new authors and illustrators emerging
to join several more familiar names who have appeared on
the shortlist before. It is also rewarding to see two former Éilis
Dillon award winners for a first children’s books returning to
the shortlist; Sarah Crossan with One and Louise O’Neill with
Asking for It. Sarah previously won the award for The Weight
of Water and Louise for Only Every Yours. This pack is designed
to help you and your group get the most out of the shadowing
process – from selecting and sourcing suitable titles to choosing
and nominating your winner. CBI recognises that every group
is different and will tackle the activities in their own way.
The suggestions made on these pages are therefore designed
merely as a guide for you to use and modify as you see fit.

The Children’s Books Ireland Book of the Year Awards
The CBI Book of the Year Awards are the leading annual
children’s book awards in Ireland. Now in their 26th year, the
awards are made annually by Children’s Books Ireland. The
CBI Book of the Year Awards identify, honour and promote
excellence in books for young people by Irish authors and
illustrators. The awards are the most prestigious in Ireland
and offer one of the few opportunities for national and
international recognition of Irish authors and illustrators.
Excellence in children’s books is the over-arching criterion and
there are a total of six awards made.

Remember, your group is being asked to choose the Children’s
Choice Award by identifying the title which you consider to
be most excellent. The winner of the Children’s Choice Award
will receive a prize of €1,000 so every vote counts. Also, by
returning your vote by 16 May your group will be in with a
chance of attending the Book of the Year Awards ceremony in
Dublin’s Smock Alley Theatre on May 23.

The awards are open to authors and illustrators born or
resident in Ireland and to books written in Irish or English.
The shortlist for the awards is announced annually in March
and the winners are announced in May.

We have had a lot of fun compiling this year’s shadowing
activities and really hope you find them useful and enjoyable
too. As always, we love to hear from shadowing groups
nationwide, so why not find Children’s Books Ireland on
Facebook, Twitter or instagram and share images and news
from your group during the shadowing process?

Each year CBI assembles a panel of judges who have
considerable expertise and interest in books for children.
The panel operates independently of CBI. Young readers
from around the country are invited to get involved with the
Shadowing Scheme and decide the Children’s Choice Award
Shadowing the Awards
Established in 2005, the CBI Shadowing Scheme is a unique
programme for schools and libraries, designed to encourage
awareness and enjoyment of the Book of the Year Awards.
Participating classes and book clubs make their own selection
of suitable titles from the books shortlisted for the awards in
March, using this activity pack to guide them in their reading.
At the end of this process each group is asked to collectively
vote for their favourite book. These Shadowing Groups alone
choose the Children’s Choice winner so every vote counts. Look
out for our Q&A with shortlisted authors and illustrators on
instagram (@kidsbooksirel) and check out our Youtube channel
(CBI-Children’s Books Ireland) for lots more including a video
featuring some of 2015’s shadowing groups.

Best of luck and happy shadowing!
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CHILDREN’S CHOICE WINNERS
(FORMERLY THE SHADOWING AWARDS)

2015: Oliver Jeffers Once Upon an Alphabet
2014: Oliver Jeffers The Day the Crayons Quit
2013: Sheena Wilkinson Grounded
2012: Celine Kiernan Into the Grey
2011: Sheena Wilkinson Taking Flight
2010: Jane Mitchell Chalkline
THE SHADOWING AWARDS
2009: Roddy Doyle Her Mother’s Face
2008: Michael Scott The Alchemyst
2007: John Boyne The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
2006: Oisín McGann Under Fragile Stone
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Selecting and Sourcing Your Books
We have included a suggested reading age for each of the titles on the shortlist below. These are intended as a guideline only and
we still recommend that you use your own discretion when it comes to choosing which books to read with your group.
There is no onus on any one group to read every book on the shortlist, some books you may find unsuitable for the age of readers
in your group. In this case, simply choose those titles which you feel will engage your bookclub members and suits their emotional
maturity and reading ability.

The CBI Book of the Year Awards Shortlist 2016

IMAGINARY FRED
written by Eoin Colfer
illustrated by Oliver Jeffers
suitable for all ages
HarperCollins Children’s Books
ISBN 9780008126148 (HBK)

GULLIVER
illustrated by Lauren O’Neill
suitable for 8+
The O’Brien Press
ISBN 9781847176769 (HBK)

IRELANDOPEDIA
written by John Burke
illustrated by Fatti Burke
suitable for all ages
Gill & Macmillan
ISBN 9780717169382 (HBK)

THE DAY THE CRAYONS CAME HOME
illustrated by Oliver Jeffers
suitable for all ages
HarperCollins Children’s Books
ISBN 9780008124434 (HBK)

ASKING FOR IT
written by Louise O’Neill
suitable for 16+
Quercus Books
ISBN 9781784295868 (HBK)

THE WORDSMITH
written by Patricia Forde
suitable for 12+
Little Island Books
ISBN 9781908195999 (PBK)

THE BOY AT THE TOP
OF THE MOUNTAIN
written by John Boyne
suitable for 12+
Doubleday
ISBN 9780857534521 (HBK)

NÁ GABH AR SCOIL
scríofa ag Máire Zepf
maisithe ag Tarsila Krüse
oiriúnach do 4+
Futa Fata
ISBN 9781906907983 (Crua)

ONE
written by Sarah Crossan
suitable for 14+
Bloomsbury
ISBN 9781408863114 (HBK)
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Many groups may work in partnership with their local public
library service and loan the shortlisted books. Alternatively CBI
is pleased to recommend International Education Services. For
further details call (01) 621 0310.

Favourite Book Presentations
Ask each young reader to present their favourite book to the
rest of the group. They must try to convince the others to vote
for their chosen title. Set strict time limits, no more than two
or three minutes each. These presentations can also be backed
up with additional materials made by the children, utilising
some of the questions and activities contained within this pack.

Important Dates
•
•
•

Tuesday 8 March: Awards shortlist announced;
shadowing begins
Monday 16 May: Shadowing vote deadline; ballots
returned to CBI
Monday 23 May: Awards announcement and prizegiving ceremony

Courtroom Drama
Establish a mini courtroom scenario with the group. Select
a jury and nominate someone to propose a book (highlight
the good points) and another member to oppose the book
(highlight the negative points). Repeat this for all the books
they have read and then ask the jury to vote on a final score for
each title.

Reaching a Final Decision and Submitting Your Vote
This year CBI is asking all participating groups to submit a
ballot sheet giving a score for every title they read. This very
closely echoes the way in which the adult judging panel decides
on the CBI Book of the Year Award shortlist and winners. Before
making your nominations, however, we recommend that you
engage in at least one of the following activities, as a way of
making your group think critically about their final decision.

Book Fair
Hold a mini Book Fair. Give each title a table in the room or a
display board, on which fans of each book can create a display
of their work. Then assign one or two nominated presenters
to each ‘stand’. Give the other group members time to visit
each stand, view the material and talk to the presenters. At the
close of the Fair, ask everyone to come together and discuss the
merits of each book/stand before casting their final vote.

Reader Response Group Discussion
Before making their final judgement, it is important to give
all group members the opportunity to discuss and debate the
various books they have read. One technique that has proven
to be very effective in encouraging this kind of critical dialogue
in young people is often referred to as ‘Book Talk’:

Making Your Final Nomination - Ballot Sheet
Having gone through the reading, deliberation and debating
process, the final step is to submit the ballot sheet overleaf
on behalf of the group as a whole. First draw a line through
any of the shortlisted books you DID NOT read. Then fill in a
score out of 100 for each of the remaining titles, as decided
by all members of your group who have read it. Finally, return
your completed form to CBI by Monday 16 May at the address
provided.

First, ask your group to form a circle with their chairs – you
should sit in with them too. Begin by asking a simple, open
question, such as ‘What do you think?’, (e.g. ‘what do you think
the book is about?’). Going around the group from person
to person, each individual should be asked to respond to the
question with an opinion and give an example to back it up (e.g.
‘I think the book is really well written because’) or to something
that has been said already (e.g. ‘I agree with Jim because’, ‘I
don’t agree with Jim because’).

Further Information and Contact Details
We love hearing from all our shadowing groups. Why not
send us photos of your Shadowers along with some of your
book reviews or simply share with us what is working for you
and your group? You can contact any of the CBI team using
the details below. We would be more than happy to answer
any of your questions in relation to the CBI Book of the Year
Awards and the shadowing scheme. Don’t forget to look
out for our Q&A with shortlisted author and illustrators on
instagram (@kidsbooksirel) and check out our YouTube channel
(CBI- Children’s Books Ireland) for lots more including a video
featuring some of 2015’s shadowing groups.

It is very important that every participant is given the
opportunity to gather their thoughts before speaking – this
‘waiting time’ should be respected and the participant should
be encouraged to stop, think and choose their words carefully.
Other participants should not be allowed to jump in and
interject if someone is taking time to get their opinion across.
Using the framework ‘I think’, ‘I agree’, ‘I disagree’ should help
to structure their ideas more clearly.
The discussion can continue around the circle until no one has
any more to contribute. Then a new issue can be introduced
(e.g. ‘What do you think about the main character?’) and
so on. When discussing picturebooks, this technique can be
particularly effective if you circulate copies of some of the
illustrations so the participants can refer two them whilst they
are speaking. NB: If an individual has not read the title they can
obviously ‘pass’ to the next person who has.

Email:

aoife@childrensbooksireland.ie

Tel:

01 872 7475

Address: CBI Book of the Year Awards Shadowing Scheme,
Children’s Books Ireland,
17 North Great George’s Street, Dublin 1
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CBI Book of the Year Award Shadowing Scheme – Ballot Sheet
Please carefully complete the ballot sheet below and return to Children’s Books Ireland no later than Monday 16 May.
Note to Shadowing Group Leaders:
You should submit only one ballot sheet per group, with scores contributed only by those who have read the title in question. To
calculate your overall group score, first ask each reader to score each of the books they have read out of 100, then average these out
to get a final overall score for each title.
Note to Group Members:
•
Think carefully about all the books you have read and give each a score out of 100.
•

If you have not read a particular book for any reason please draw a line through the box and do not contribute a score.
This will ensure we are able to count up the scores fairly.

•

You may award books identical scores if necessary.

•

Exceptionally high or low scores should only be used when you deem a book to be of exceptionally high or low quality.

Title

Score (out of 100)

IMAGINARY FRED
THE DAY THE CRAYONS CAME HOME
THE BOY AT THE TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN
GULLIVER
ASKING FOR IT
NÁ GABH AR SCOIL
IRELANDOPEDIA
THE WORDSMITH
ONE

School/ Library/ Bookshop: _________________________________________________
Group Leader Name: ______________________________________________
Number and age of young readers in the group: ________________________
Ballot forms can be returned by post to:
CBI Book of the Year Awards Shadowing Scheme, 17 North Great George’s Street, Dublin 1.
You can also submit your score by emailing: aoife@childrensbooksireland.ie or by calling 01 8727475.
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Starting Out
AGE RANGE – best to keep it reasonably narrow in order to find
books to suit the reading abilities and interests of the whole
group. (pre-school, 7-9, 8-10, 10-12 for example)

Book selection:
There are lots of different methods to choose from. The
method you chose should reflect what will work best for your
group:

FREQUENCY AND LENGTH – monthly meetings allow for
plenty of time to read each book and gives the facilitator ample
time to prepare the discussion and activities for each session.
How long the book club runs, depends on interest and venue
availability. Bear in mind that a book will need to be chosen for
each meeting.

Prescriptive – Facilitator chooses all the books. This has the
advantage that titles can be obtained and sessions planned
well in advance of meetings. Sample discussion plans and
activities are often available online on publishers websites
for award winning or classic books. The disadvantage is that
participants have no input into the selection. Be wary of lists
that are a reflection of the facilitator’s interests rather than
the children’s. Several copies of each title are required which
may be problematic if there are availability issues or budgetary
constraints.

TIMING – will depend on what best suits your group (weekday
afternoon, Saturday morning, etc.) but, once a time is fixed,
stick with it month on month, e.g. 4pm on the last Friday of
every month.

Child-led – Each participant has a turn to choose a book for the
group to read. Some children may require guidance in choosing
a title. This approach has the advantage of giving participants
ownership of their club and readings will reflect the interests
of the children. As for the disadvantages, choices will require
monitoring to ensure suitability, choices need to be made in
advance to ensure there are enough copies available in time
for session and budget or title availability can be an issue when
trying to obtain multiple copies of each title.

DURATION – 40 mins - 1 hour. If having hour-long meetings,
it is a good idea to plan an activity as well as allowing time for
discussion.
NUMBER OF MEMBERS – between 8 and 12. It helps to have
even numbers if you’re planning activities for pairs or teams. If
the book club is very popular, you might need to start a waiting
list so you can replace any drop-outs.
LOCATION – reading groups can adapt to any environment.
Ideally, a private space with a table and chairs and space for
arts and crafts. Wi-Fi is useful but not essential. It is possible to
have fantastic reading group discussions sitting cross-legged on
the floor, but knowing your space in advance will give an idea
of what sort of activities you can plan for your group.

Popular vote – The facilitator chooses 2/3 titles for the group
to choose from. Majority determines selection.
The advantages are the facilitator can offer titles they feel are
‘worthy’ or suitable for the group to choose from and may
have read themselves previously, the facilitator can also offer
titles that are available in the quantity required, giving the
children input and a degree of choice over what they read. The
disadvantage is that this may require librarian to pre-emptively
reserve multiple copies of a range of title per month which
may have implications for title availability to borrowers/other
branches, somewhat limits the freedom of choice of the young
readers as the parameters are set by the facilitator.

HOW TO RECRUIT – advertise through your library, bookshop,
local schools, etc. Draw up simple posters and application
forms – seek information on any medical issues you should
be aware of, contact phone numbers for guardians and get
parental consent if you plan on taking any photos or video of
your sessions for blog posts, etc. You should make yourself
familiar with child-protection guidelines and check if you need
to arrange Garda vetting for any of the faclitators involved.

Thematic – Each session is based around a theme/genre (war,
animal stories, science fiction, mystery). Rather than everyone
reading the same book, lots of thematically related books are
read and discussed by the group.

BUDGET – assess the budget available for the project.
Keeping a reading journal is very important for the children’s
engagement with the club so this is essential. As well as this
other art materials like stickers, pencils, markers, scissors
and glue will be used to great effect over the course of the
meetings.

The advantage is that multiple copies are not required,
each child can choose their own book from a selection put
together by the facilitator and the chance to discover new
books recommended by peers during session, gives readers an
awareness of how theme relates to the story they’re reading.
The disadvantage is that each session not based on single text
so plans need to be broad and general and the facilitator is
unlikely to have read all books selected.

First meeting:
The first task is facilitating the children in getting to know
each other. Use icebreaker games to get the children on their
feet and engaged. It is important to make it clear that this isn’t
a school event. For example, break the group into pairs for
informal chat about their favourite books and authors and ask
them to exchange book recommendations.
Use this session to set expectations for the term of the book
club.
• Introduce the idea of keeping a reading journal.
• Introduce the first book/theme
– the facilitator chooses this title to start things off.
• Give the club a name, brainstorm this with the group.
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There might be a possibility of inviting authors and illustrators
to visit the group to talk about their books and answer the
children’s questions. Authors and illustrators can be contacted
in advance via Facebook, Twitter, their own websites or their
publishers and asked to get involved. If you have Wi-Fi access,
Skype chats and Twitter Q&As with authors and illustrators are
brilliant fun and give great insight into the creative process. You
can also ask the bookclub members to submit their questions in
advance, which you then relay via social media to the author or
illustrator taking part.

Session planning
Keep a notebook or some post-its handy while reading the
selected books and make a note of any points that might
generate discussion and ideas for group activities.
Rather than quizzing your group on the finer points of the text,
use the session to encourage your readers to respond critically
and creatively to what they’ve read.
Explore narrative by asking your group to consider whose
point of view the story is told from, what impact this has on
the story, and how the story might differ if it were told from
another character’s perspective. This is also a great jumping off
point for creative writing exercises

Notes
Encourage group members to keep a record of what they’re
reading in their reading journals. The journals can be used to
document their response to what they read in their own time
and this can be done through words, pictures, collage, etc.
Some readers might like to share their reading journals with the
group and others prefer to keep theirs private.

Ask your group to think about what genre the book they’ve
read might be classed as. Talk about the elements associated
with the genre in question and whether these are present in
the book they’ve read. Ask your group to think of other books
that could be considered to be of the same genre and explore
how book cover design conveys genre.
If the whole group has read the same book, explore the
development of specific characters by discussing the challenges
they face and how they are overcome. Examine the various
themes and issues raised by the book and how they relate to
the readers’ own lives.
If working with illustrated texts, explore the role the pictures
play in the telling of the story and in their own reading
experience.
Activity planning
The activities you plan will be contingent on the space and
budget you have to work with. How you divide your session in
terms of the ratio of discussion to activity time is entirely up
to you and may vary from session to session depending on the
amount of discussion a book generates or how long you expect
the activity to take.

•

Make a note of your group’s response to each book you
read – what did they like and not like and why?

•

Make a note of how each discussion and activity went –
what worked and what didn’t and why?

•

Help your group to make connections between the books
they read by referring to previous books that explore
similar themes, ideas, or are set during the same era, etc.

•

Bear in mind that some topics might be sensitive for some
bookclub members, for example bullying. Some books
may require advance warning or discusssion over phone or
email with parents and guardians.

Legacy
Ideally your bookclub will continue year on year, however,
occassionally it might be appropriate to have a Christmas or
summer party to mark the end of a year’s worth of meetings.
For example, the artistic work created by the bookclub
members could be displayed gallery-style in a suitable space,
with parents, guardians and family members invited to attend
the launch and refreshments available.

If you have the space and materials, arts and crafts sessions are
an excellent way to encourage readers to respond creatively
and artistically to a text. For example you could ask the
bookclub members to design an alternative cover for the book,
or design a poster to advertise the title.

Consider documenting the sessions via a blog, once you have
guardian’s permission for use of photographs. This will remain
as a legacy for the project as well as giving interested parties
an overview.

Writing alternative endings, letters to authors/illustrators, diary
entries for particular characters, creating maps of landscapes,
redesigning book covers, inventing new characters, creating a
storyboard or comic version of a favourite scene or chapter are
all examples of written and illustrative activities you could try
with your group.
Provide a selection of non-fiction or reference books from the
library collection and have a research session to find out more
about the time or place a book was set. Get into pairs and
assign each a particular topic to research before reporting their
findings back to the group.
Divide your group into teams or pairs and debate a topic raised
in the book or perform a dramatisation of a particular scene.
Assign a character to a member of your group and ask them
to sit in the ‘hotseat’. The rest of the group asks the character
questions about their thoughts and opinions on events or
other characters in the story. Take turns with different group
members playing different characters.
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IMAGINARY FRED
written by Eoin Colfer
illustrated by Oliver Jeffers
suitable for all ages
HarperCollins Children’s Books
ISBN 9780008126148 (HBK)
About the Author
EOIN COLFER is the one of the world’s favourite children’s
authors. A former schoolteacher, Eoin recently moved to Dublin
from Co Wexford with his wife Jackie and sons Finn and Seán.
Eoin’s writing style is incredibly diverse, as he has written for
younger children and young adults alike. His first novel, Benny
and Omar, was published by The O’Brien Press in October 1998
and was an immediate bestseller. Since then he has written
many novels including Benny and Babe, The Wish List and the
international bestselling Artemis Fowl series. Throughout his
career has worked in Saudi Arabia, Tunisia and Italy, as well
as in Ireland. Eoin is very involved in theatre and has written
several plays, which have been staged in various parts of
Ireland. Eoin is currently Laureate na nÓg, only the third person
to be awarded this unique honour.

Summary
There is only one thing that hurts worse than a headache or
a bee sting, and that’s loneliness. Imaginary Fred is a friend to
many ... but only for a short while. When Fred’s companions
make real friends, he fades away and returns to the sky to
await his next pal. However, things change when Fred meets
a boy named Sam, who promises they will be friends always.
Things couldn’t be more perfect, this is until Sam gets a real
friend and Fred begins to fear the worst: that he may soon be
replaced.
Judges Comments
Fred is a professional imaginary friend who is accustomed to
the children he helps grow confidence, find real friends and
then leave him to fade into his loneliness. One day, a lonely boy
named Sam calls on Fred but Sam, astonishingly, is different.
Sam tells Fred that he has a real life friend but that he isn’t
going anywhere! The warmth, creativity and enormously
likeable characterisation of Eoin Colfer’s text collaborates
perfectly with Oliver Jeffers’ distinctive line flow and quirky
illustrations. This engaging, poignant picturebook will
encourage Social, Personal and Health Education (SPHE) and
philosophical discussions about friendship and managing the
fear of abandonment for young children and adults alike.

About the Illustrator
OLIVER JEFFERS makes art and tells stories. Oliver’s
picturebooks — including The Incredible Book Eating Boy,
This Moose Belongs to Me, The Day the Crayons Quit and its
sequel The Day The Crayons Came Home (also shortlisted) and
Once Upon an Alphabet — have been translated into over 30
languages. Oliver has won many awards, including the Nestlé
Children’s Book Prize Gold Award, CBI Book of the Year Award
and the Irish Book Awards Children’s Book of the Year. He has
been shortlisted for the Kate Greenaway Medal. Originally from
Belfast, Oliver now lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.
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Before you begin
• Do you know what an imaginary friend is?
• What is the difference between an imaginary friend and a
real life friend?
Questions
• What special things need to happen in order for an
imaginary friend to appear?
•

•

In this story, how does the illustrator tell the imaginary
friends apart from the real friends?
Where was Fred in the beginning of the story before he
met Sam?

•

What kinds of things did Fred do with children when he
appeared?

•

What happened to Fred’s body when the children stopped
paying attention to him?

•

What kinds of things did Fred dream of doing with a special
friend?

•

What kinds of things did Fred and Sam have in common?

•

What nickname did Fred and Sam go by?

•

How do you think Fred felt when Sam was late coming
home from the party?

•

What was Sam’s new friend called? Why did Sam think this
was funny?

•

What does Sammi look like? Describe her.

•

Why could Sammi see Fred?

•

What instruments does each character play?

•
•

What colour is Frieda?
What did Fred like about Frieda?

•

What kinds of things did the four friends like to do
together in the beginning?

•

What was their musical quartet called?

•

In the story some people cannot see the imaginary friends.
Why do you think this is?

•

What kinds of things did Sam and Sammi like to do
together? What kinds of things did Fred and Frieda like to
do together?

•

Why did Fred and Frieda become famous among the
imaginary community?

•

Do you think all the characters are happy at the end of the
story? Explain your answer.

•

The illustrator chooses to use very little colour in this
book. Why do you think he did this? Was it effective?

•

What was your favourite illustration in the book? Why?

•

How do you think the artist created the pictures?

•

Do you think the illustrator did a good job of showing us
how the characters are feeling?

Activities
1. If you were a character in this story, what would your
imaginary friend be like?
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2.

What would they look like? Draw a picture of you and your
imaginary friend.

3.

What colour would your imaginary friend be? Explain why
you picked that colour.

4.

Choose a name for your imaginary friend. Why did you
pick that name?

5.

What kinds of things would you talk to your imaginary
friend about? Write a short conversation between you and
your imaginary friend.

6.

Write a short comic strip about something you and your
imaginary friend did together. The comic strip should
contain words and pictures.

7.

In the story Fred and Sam have very similar interests, what
would you have in common with your imaginary friend?
Write a list.

8.

Have the class each bring in a photograph of themselves.
Ask each of the students to draw their imaginary friend
beside them. Create a poster of all the students with their
imaginary friends.
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THE DAY THE CRAYONS CAME HOME
illustrated by Oliver Jeffers
suitable for all ages
HarperCollins Children’s Books
ISBN 9780008124434 (HBK)

Summary
Duncan is surprised to receive a whole bunch of postcards
from crayons wishing to be rescued. Left behind, eaten, sat-on,
melted, chewed and forgotten – it’s no wonder the crayons
are craving a safe home and it’s up to Duncan to make things
right. The story unfolds through a series of postcards from each
crayon, sharing their own misadventures and demanding help.
Each postcard introduces another indignant character – all with
attitude and an amusing story.
Judges’ Comments
Drew Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers’ clever use of an epistolary
framework provides a witty and sophisticated framework for
the continuing exploits of Duncan and his crayon comrades.
Having soothed the anxieties of one group of crayons who
threatened to quit, Duncan now faces the challenge of rescuing
a new group of crayons from their various predicaments.
The book offers an inclusive message of giving voices to the
neglected and ignored along with perceptive and hilarious
insights into various dilemmas. Junior classes upwards will
enjoy this book as an dynamic read aloud as well as a stimulus
for drama, circle time and debates about friendship and
problem solving.
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About the Illustrator
OLIVER JEFFERS makes art and tells stories. Oliver’s
picturebooks — including The Incredible Book Eating Boy, This
Moose Belongs to Me, The Day Crayons Quit (the prequel to
this title) and Once Upon an Alphabet — have been translated
into over 30 languages. Oliver has won many awards, including
the Nestlé Children’s Book Prize Gold Award, CBI Book of the
Year Award and the Irish Book Awards Children’s Book of the
Year. He has been shortlisted for the Kate Greenaway Medal.
Originally from Belfast, Oliver now lives and works in Brooklyn,
New York.
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Questions
Before you begin the book:
Look at the front cover. What do you think this book is about?
Do you notice anything about the writing on the front of the
book?
What do you notice about the character on the front of the
book?
• What is it?
• What is it standing on?
• What do you think it is doing?

•
•
•

Activities:
Write your own postcard from a different crayon to
Duncan, and draw a picture of the crayon to go with it.
Write a short review of the book.
Draw a poster for the book using every colour crayon
featured in the book.

Activities for older readers:
• In The Day the Crayons Came Home, what kind of technique
did the illustrator use to create the pictures? Can you
create your own picture using this method?
• Create your own house for crayons, using a cardboard box,
crayons, paperclips and tape.
• Create a list of three other places you think Neon Red
Crayon might like to visit. Draw his postcards from each
place.

Look at the endpages (the very beginning and end pages of the
book). What do you think these tell you about the story?
At first glance, what makes this book different from other
picturebooks you have read?
When you have read the book:
• What is your favourite picture in the book? Describe it.
• What is your least favourite picture in the book? Describe
it.
• How many postcards are there in this book?
• Which was your favourite postcard? Describe it.
• How many characters are there in this book?
• How do the characters feel?
• Who is your favourite character in the book? Why?
• Did you notice the colour of the writing change? Why do
you think it changes?

Useful internet links
Official website for
The Day the Crayons Quit and
The Day the Crayons Came Home
www.crayonspicturebooks.com
A reading of The Day the Crayons Came Home
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I1D1dyPBOvo
‘Not so reliable’ facts about the author and illustrator:
http://www.crayonspicturebooks.com/drew-daywalt-oliverjeffers/

Questions for older readers:
• Did you notice any jokes in the book?
• Did you notice the stamps on the postcards?
• Did you relate to any of the crayons?
• What do you think of the way the story is told with
postcards?
• Where do you think Neon Red Crayon visited in this book?
• Do you think older readers can enjoy picturebooks too?
• How do you think the artist created the pictures?
• The book’s illustrator Oliver Jeffers is from Belfast and the
author Drew Daywalt grew up in a haunted house. Did you
see any references to these in the book?
• In The Day the Crayons Came Home the stamps revisit
pictures from Jeffers’ previous books. If you have read any
of his previous books did you recognise any? Which books
are they from?

Oliver Jeffers’ website:
www.oliverjeffers.com
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ASKING FOR IT
written by Louise O’Neill
suitable for 16+
Quercus Books
ISBN 9781784295868 (HBK)

About the Author
Louise O’Neill is from Clonakilty, in west Cork. After graduating
with a BA in English Studies at Trinity College Dublin, she went
on to complete a post-grad in Fashion Buying at DIT. Having
spent a year in New York working for the senior Style Director
of ELLE magazine, she returned home to Ireland to write her
first novel, Only Ever Yours. This début novel went on to win the
2014 Sunday Independent Newcomer of the Year Award, the YA
book prize and the 2015 CBI Éilis Dillon award. Asking for It won
the Specsavers’ Children’s Book of the Year Senior award.

Summary
It is the beginning of the summer in a small town in Ireland.
Emma O’Donovan is eighteen years old, beautiful, happy,
confident. One night, there’s a party. Everyone is there. All eyes
are on Emma. The next morning, she wakes on the front porch
of her house. She can’t remember what happened, she doesn’t
know how she got there. She doesn’t know why she’s in pain.
But everyone else does. Photographs taken at the party show,
in explicit detail, what happened to Emma that night. But
sometimes people don’t want to believe what is right in front
of them, especially when the truth concerns the town’s heroes.
Judge’s comments
Reading Asking For It is a harrowing, intense and thoughtprovoking experience. O’Neill skillfully draws the reader
into the world of privileged teenage queen bee, Emma, and
then ruptures both Emma’s and the reader’s complacency by
exposing the violence, misogyny and hypocrisies shrouding
the idyllic facade of her Irish town and the wider world. This is
an important novel for twenty-first century Irish Young Adult
literature and for youth culture in Ireland. Examining issues of
consent, victim blaming and rape culture, O’Neill’s scalding
exploration of sexism, scapegoating, sexual assault
and the ethics of using and abusing social media offers
immense crossover appeal for young adults and adults alike.
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Before you begin
• Reading the title, give your opinion as to what you think
the book might be about.
• The cover image features a female form reminiscent of
a Barbie doll. Do you think this may indicate any of the
themes the book might contain? What are these themes?
Do you think this image is striking?
Questions
1. In many novels on the topic of rape culture the victims are
often portrayed as being sweet and innocent in character.
Did the author’s portrayal of Emma’s character affect your
ability to be able to emphathise with her?
2. Do you think that the Author’s portrayal of Emma was
honest?
3. Have you read any book that was like Asking For It before?
Did you think the book was suitable and appropriate for
your age group?
4. The book is recommended for ages 16+. Do you think this
is an appropriate age to read this story? Do you think that
adults would benefit from reading this book also?
5. Similarly, do you think both boys and girls should read
Asking For It? Explain your answer.
6. In this novel, O’Neill is said to be taking on extremely big
issues and themes such as rape culture and the issue of
consent. What are some of the other wider issues that this
book also deals with?
7. Did you ever feel shocked or depressed by themes in the
book? Why do you think this is?
8. Do you think that the circumstances that befall Emma in
Asking For It are realistic? Do you think situations like this
happen?
9. Does the world of Asking For It feel familiar in any way?
List examples of this.
10. At many points throughout the story, the community of
Ballinatoom seem to be siding with the young men accused
of rape. What are your opinions on this?
11. Do you think that the tone of voice the author uses when
Emma talks to her friends is accurate? How does this tone
differ from Emma’s thoughts about her friends?
12. Do you think the author did a good job in capturing the
voice of an Irish teenager? Give reasons for your answer.
13. Do you think it is important that books like Asking For It
discuss the topic of rape and consent?
14. Emma’s parents feel it might be best that Emma drops the
charges. Why do you think they feel this way?
15. Discuss the relevance of O’Neill’s use of social media, press
and family responses in the telling of this story.
16. How do you think Emma’s obsession with her own body
image affected her throughout this story? Do you think it
affected the way other people viewed her?
13

17. Do you think Emma remained confident throughout the
story?
18. What did you think and feel about the book’s ending? Was
it what you expected?
19. What does the book have to say about how men should
behave in society? Do you think this book reflected well on
men?
20. The author, Louise O’Neill describes herself as a feminist,
as do many other writers. Discuss what the word feminism
means to you.
21. Discuss the influence you feel Emma’s brother Brian had in
Emma’s life, both before the rape and after.
22. Ballinatoom is a very small town and close-knit
community. How do you think growing up in a small town
affected Emma in this story?
23. What kind of relationship does Emma have with her
mother and father at the beginning of the story? What
kind of relationship does Emma have with her parents
towards the end of the story? Discuss the changes to this
relationship both before and after the rape.
24. If you were a parent, how would you feel about your child
reading this book?
25. The author, Louise O’Neill undertook a lot of research
before deciding to write this book, what do you think this
research involved?
Activities
• Imagine you are Emma’s mother or father and write a diary
entry for each, to be set a few weeks after the rape.
• Imagine you are Emma’s brother and you have just found
out what happened to your younger sister. Write a short
diary entry detailing how you feel.
• This book is described as one with a strong message to
share with younger audiences. In 200 words or less, detail
this message in your own words.
• Write a conversation between Emma and her mother.
Write a conversation between Emma and her father.
Highlight the differences in the way Emma interacts with
both her parents.
• Design an alternative cover for the novel, portraying the
theme that you consider to be the most important in the
story.
• Find a news article, either online or in a newspaper,
covering the topic of consent. Ask the students to present
and discuss the articles.
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NÁ GABH AR SCOIL
scríofa ag Máire Zepf
maisithe ag Tarsila Krüse
oiriúnach do 4+
Futa Fata
ISBN 9781906907983 (Crua)

Faoin Údar/ About the Author
Is Údar, colúnaí, Gaeilgeoir, scríbhneoir agus máthair í Máire
Zepf. Bhí a chéad húrscéal ar ngearrliosta do Ghradam Réics
Carló, Tubaiste ar an Titanic. Is é seo a chéad pictiúrleabhar atá
scríofa aici.

Achoimre/ Summary:
Tá sceitiminí ar Cóilín. Tá sé ag dul ar scoil inniu ach tá fadhb
aige. Ní maith le Mamaí Cóilín dul ar a chéad lá ar scoil. Tá ar
Cóilín rud a dhéanamh faoi sin.
Little Cóilín is very excited about his first day in school. He’s up
early and ready to go, but there’s just one problem – Mommy
can’t bear the thought of being separated from him!

Máire Zepf’s début children’s novel, the time-travelling thriller
Tubaiste ar an Titanic was short-listed for Gradam Réics
Carló, the Irish-language children’s book of the year award.
She juggles fulltime motherhood and writing. This is her first
picturebook.

Tuairiscí an Mholtóra/ Judges’ Comments
Is é an chéad lá de Chóílín a bheith ar scoil! Tá an béar beag
líonta lán le sceitimíní ach tá Mamaí míshocair ag an athrú
seo. Agus plé cháiréiseach á déanamh aici ar an tslí a théann
an teaghlach i ngleic leis na mothúcháin agus na buarthaí tráth
a thosaíonn páiste ar scoil, cuireann téacs oscailte Máire Zepf,
agus líníochtaí géarchúiseacha, greannmhara Tarsila Kruse
fáil ar dheiseanna saibhre díospóireachta sa rang Oideachas,
Sóisialta, Pearsanta agus Sláinte (OSPS).

Faoin Maisitheoir/ About the Illustrator
Seo an chéad pictiúrleabhar le Tarsila Krüse atá foilsithe ag Futa
Fata. Tá a chuid obair le feicéail thart ar Baile Átha Cliath ar fad.

It’s Cóilín’s first day at school! The little bear is brimming with
excitement but Mummy is unsettled by this change. Sensitively
exploring how a family deals with emotions and anxieties when
a child starts school, Máire Zepf’s accessible text and Tarsila
Krüse’s witty, inclusive illustrations offer rich opportunities for
Social, Personal and Health Education (SPHE) discussion.
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Tarsila Krüse is a Dublin-based illustrator who loves
storytelling, color and fun. Her work is character-focused and
is influenced by everyday relationships with a whimsical and
heartwarming touch to it.
You can see Tarsila’s work featured in magazines, books,
advertising, posters, exhibitions, fanzines, and even around the
streets of the Fair City. This is her first picturebook.
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Féach ar an chlúdach/Look at the book’s cover:
An bhfuil an chlúdach deas?
Is the cover nice?

Leathanaigh 17–21/Pages 17–21:
Cad a tharla chun taispeáint go raibh Mamaí rómhór don scoil?
What happened to show that Mamaí was too big for the school?

Cé tá ann? An bhfuil siad sásta? An bhfuil cuma bhrónach ar
éinne?
Who is there? Are they happy? Does anyone look sad?

An raibh smaoineamh iontach ag Cóilín? Cad a tharla nuair a
chuala Mamaí an smaoineamh?
Did Cóilín have a good idea? What happened when Mamaí
heard the idea?

Léigh an scéal/Read the story:
Leathanaigh 1–3/Pages 1–3:
Cén fáth go raibh áthas ar Cóilín, dar leat? An bhfuil cuma
áthasach ar?
Why was Cóilín happy today, do you think? Does he look happy?
Cén fáth go raibh sé faoi dheifir?
Why was he in a hurry?
Leathanaigh 4–7/Pages 4–7:
Cén sórt bricfeasta a bhí aige, dar leat? Cén sórt bricfeasta is
fearr leatsa ar maidin?
What sort of breakfast do you think he had? What kind of
breakfast do you like to have in the morning?
Cén fáth a chur Cóilín a chóta air? An raibh an aimsir amuigh
go dóna?
Why did Cóilín put his coat on? Was the weather bad outside?

Cad a dhearna Cóilín chun Mamaí a shuaimhniú? An raibh sé
deas?
What did Cóilín do to calm Mamaí down? Was it nice?
Cá ndeachaigh Mamaí ansin? An raibh Cóilín agus Mamaí sásta?
Where did Mamaí go then? Were Cóilín and Mamaí happy?
Leathanaigh 22–24/Pages 22–24:
Rinne Cóilín a lán rudaí sa scoil. Ar bhain sé sult as a chéad lá ar
scoil?
Cóilín did a lot of things in school. Did he enjoy his first day in
school?
An raibh Cóilín áthasach nuair a chonaic sé Mamaí ag deireadh
an lae?
Was Cóilín happy when he saw Mamaí at the end of the day?

Cén fhadhb a bhí ag Cóilín?
What problem did Cóilín have?

Leathanaigh 25–26/Pages 25–26:
Cad a chur iontas ar Mamaí?
What surprised Mamaí?

Cé a bhí ina seasamh os comhair an doras?
Who was standing in front of the doorway?

An raibh Mamaí sásta ansin?
Was Mamaí happy then?

Féach ar Mamaí. Cén sórt cuma atá ar Mamaí? An bhfuil sí
sásta?
Look at Mamaí. How does Mamaí look? Is she happy?

An Scéal/The Story:
Cad a chéap tú faoi Ná Gabh ar Scoil? An raibh an scéal
greannmhar? Cad é an rud is barrúla i Ná Gabh ar Scoil?
What did you think of Ná Gabh ar Scoil? Was the story funny?
What is the funniest thing in Ná Gabh ar Scoil?

Leathanaigh 8–11/Pages 8–11:
Cén fáth go raibh Mamaí brónach?
Why was Mamaí sad?
Ar chabhraigh Cóilín Mamaí? Conas a dhearna sé sin?
Did Cóilín help Mamaí? How did he do that?
Nuair a bhí siad ar chlós na scoile bhí a lán tuismitheoirí agus
daltaí ann. Cé mhéad béir a bhí ann? Cén sórt béir a bhí ann? An
raibh siad sásta a bheith ann?
When they were on the schoolyard there were a lot of parents
and students. How many bears were there? What kind of
bears were there? Were they happy to be there?
Leathanaigh 12–16/Pages 12–16
Cé a bhuail le Mamaí agus Cóilín? Cén post atá aici?
Who met Mamaí and Cóilín? What is her job?
An raibh spraoi ag Mamaí nuair a bhí sí sa rang?
Did Mamaí have fun when she was in class?
Is aoibhinn le Mamaí a bheith ag péintéail. An dtaitníonn tú a
bheith ag péintéail? Cén dath is fearr le Mamaí dar leatsa?
Cén dath is fear leatsa?
Mamaí loves painting. Do you like painting? What colour does
Mamaí prefer do you think? Which colour do you prefer?
15

Ar mhaith leat dul chuig scoil Chóilín? Cén fáth?
Would you like to go to Cóilín’s school? Why?
Na learaidí/The Illustrations:
Ar bhain tú taitneamh as na learaidí? An raibh siad deas?
Did you enjoy the illustrations? Were they nice?
An raibh na learaidí ildaite?
Were the illustrations colourful?
Cad iad na leathanaigh is fearr leatsa?
Which pages did you like best?
An raibh na learaidí greannmhar? Cén fáth? Cad iad na
híomhanna is barrúla?
Were the illustrations funny? Why? What were the funniest
images?
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THE BOY AT THE TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN
written by John Boyne
suitable for 12+
Doubleday
ISBN 9780857534521 (HBK)
Summary
When Pierrot becomes an orphan, he must leave his home in
Paris for a new life with his aunt Beatrix, a servant in a wealthy
Austrian household. But this is no ordinary time, for it is 1935
and the Second World War is fast approaching; and this is no
ordinary house, for this is the Berghof, the home of Adolf Hitler.
Pierrot is quickly taken under Hitler’s wing and thrown into an
increasingly dangerous new world: a world of terror, secrets,
and betrayal from which he may never be able to escape.

About the Author
John Boyne was born in Ireland in 1971. He has written four
previous novels for young readers, including The Boy in the
Striped Pyjamas (winner of the Bisto Book of the Year Award
in 2007), Noah Barleywater Runs Away, The Terrible Thing That
Happened to Barnaby Brocket and Stay Where You Are and Then
Leave. John also writes books and short stories for adults.

Judges Comments
Pierrot, half French and half German, lives in Paris in 1936.
After his parents die, he is sent to live with his aunt, a
housekeeper in an alpine lodge outside Salzburg. But this is no
ordinary lodge: Pierrot has been brought to Bergdof, home of
Adolf Hitler. Taken under Hitler’s wing, Pierrot adopts a new
name, Pieter, dissociates himself from his Jewish childhood
friend, embraces a Nazi uniform and becomes increasingly
callous. This unsettling allegorical story challenges the
convention of empathy and invites reflection about patriotism,
manipulation, entitlement, propaganda, the traumas of war and
the figure of the antihero.
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Reading Journal
The suggestions below highlight some important things to look
out for as you progress through the book. Try to make notes
and record your changing responses to the story, as this will be
useful when you come to tackle the questions and activities
featured on the following pages.
Before you begin the book
Think about what the title might mean. Imagine being at the
top of a mountain. For some people it will evoke positive
feelings and the sense of achievement at having reached the
peak. For others it brings a negative feeling, associated with
loneliness and isolation. How do you feel when you think about
it?
Look at the book’s cover. What will the book be about? What
clues do you think the barbed wire, the isolated cabin, the
solitary bird and the plane suggest about the story?
Read the blurb on the back cover. What do you already know
about the Nazis and Hitler? We are told that Pierrot ‘must
choose where his loyalties lie.’ This suggests that he will have
to make important decisions. Think about what this might
involve. Who do you think he will have to choose between?
Part 1–1936
Chapter 1–Three red spots on a handkerchief
• The book opens with following line: ‘Although Pierrot
Fischer’s father didn’t die in the Great War, his mother
Émile always maintained it was the war that killed him.’
Explain what Pierrot’s mother meant.
• Anshel gave Pierrot the sign of the dog. What traits do we
associate with dogs?
• How did Pierrot’s father feel about Jewish people?
‘Papa is looking down at us now D’Artagnan,’ he said. ‘And
one day I am going to make him proud of me.’ How do you
think Pierrot will make his father proud?
• Why do you think Pierrot wanted his mother to have a
picture of his father after she had died?
Chapter 2–The medal in the cabinet
• Simone and Adèle welcome all children–‘Colour, race or
creed mean nothing to us.’ Why would they have had to
point this out? Was this unusual?
• How do you think Pierrot felt when he wasn’t allowed to
go to temple?
• What does the word ‘Gentile’ means?
• ‘And besides, life isn’t getting any easier for Jews in Paris, is
it?’ Why do you think life was becoming difficult for Jewish
people at this time?
• Why was Mme Bronstein so anxious to explain that she
would have treated Pierrot the same if he had been Jewish?
Chapter 3–A letter from a friend and a letter from a stranger
• Why do you think Hugo was so upset by what Josette said
to him?
• What did the bloody handkerchief remind Pierrot of?
• How did Jacques get the medal?
• Do you think that bullies often behave the way they do
because they were mistreated or have suffered in the past
themselves?
• Where did Beatrix live? Why do you think that
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Chapter 4–Three train journeys
• Why do you think the woman made the old man leave the
compartment?
• Why do you think none of the people tried to stop the man
in uniform from standing on Pierrot’s hand?
• How were the boys in the compartment on the train to
Munich dressed? Why did Pierrot want to be dressed like
them?
• ‘Today the Austrian people have a place they call home.
But one day ... poof!’ What do you think was about to
happen in Austria?
• How was Pierrot like Emile?
• What was disturbing about Anshel’s story?
Chapter 5–The house at the top of the mountain
• What was hanging above Pierrot’s head when he woke up
in the morning? What do you think the spider and a web
might symbolise?
• What was the house called?
• What job did Beatrix have?
• What address did Pierrot invent?
• Who did Beatrix remind Pierrot of?
Chapter 6–A little less French, a little more German
• Look up the word Bohemian. What does it mean?
• According to Ernst, why did people wear uniforms?
• What did the master say that work would achieve?
• Why did Beatrix not want Pierrot to talk about where he
came from?
• Pierrot’s new name was to be Pieter. Do you think that
changing a name can also change the person in terms of
how they behave and what they believe?
• What favour was Pierrot to do for Ernst? Why do you think
he asked him to do this?
Chapter 7–The sound that nightmares make
• Why could a letter from Anshel get Pierrot into trouble?
• Who was in the photograph in Beatrix’s room?
• How did Pierrot react to the killing of the chickens?
• Why did Anshel say he had to wait in the gutter?
• What signs would Anshel and Pierrot use instead of their
names when writing letters to each other?
• What did Pierrot do when he saw the master?
Part 2–1937–1941
Chapter 8–The brown paper parcel
• What did Pierrot think might be better than being bullied?
• How was Pierrot’s father dressed in his dreams?
• Why did Eva not believe that her old clothes should be
given to the poor?
• When talking about dogs, Hitler said ‘I prefer pure breeds.’
What is the significance of this comment?
• Hitler’s dog during the war was called ‘Fuchsl’ or ‘Little
Fox.’ Who else used the sign of the fox?
• ‘He was a member of the Deutsches Jungvolk now he told
himself. Papa would be so proud of me, he thought.’
Why do you think Pierrot believed this?
• At the end of the chapter, why did Ernst stop talking when
he saw Pierrot?
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Chapter 9–A shoemaker, a soldier, a king
• Why did Hitler think that Pierrot’s mother was an ignorant
person?
• Why did Hitler think that Henry Ford should run for
president?
• Which book reminded Pierrot of home?
• Why do you think the Duke appeared nervous when Hitler
joked about taking over England?
• What countries were like a pair of great oak trees?
• Why do you think Hitler told Pierrot that disloyalty never
goes unpunished?
Chapter 10–A Happy Christmas at the Berghof
• How do you think Beatrix really felt about losing her room?
• Why do you think Anshel had to leave Paris?
• Who did Beatrix believe was the darkness at the centre of
the world?
• Why do you think Katarina started talking about Heinrich
and what had happened to his father?
• How does the author create tension before the cake is
served?
• Is there anything else Beatrix or Ernst could have done to
kill Hitler?
Part 3–1942-1945
Chapter 11–A special project
• The author now refers to Pierrot as Pieter. Why do you
think he does this?
• What did some people think should happen to Pieter after
what Beatrix had done?
• ‘He didn’t have an Aunt Beatrix, he told himself. That was
another boy entirely. A boy named Pierrot.’ Why do you
think Pieter told himself this?
• How did Pieter feel when he sat at Hitler’s desk?
• What do you think the shower rooms were going be used
for if they didn’t have water? Do you think Pieter had any
idea what they would be used for?
Chapter 12–Eva’s party
• Why did Pieter not wear his uniform?
• Why do you think Katarina told Pieter about Ruth?
• Why do you think Katarina’s father wanted to go to the
party?
• Who else was described as eating like a rat in the first
chapter?
• When Pieter attacked Katarina he heard two voices in his
head. Which of the two voices in his head do you think
belonged to Pierrot?
Chapter 13–The Darkness and the light
• What happened to Emma?
• Why do you think the woman who told him about the
Holzmanns did so without any fear?
• What did Herta say would be the worst crime of all?
• What did Pieter find in the closet?
• Why do you think Pieter stayed at the Berghof even
though he knew enemy soldiers would come?
Epilogue
Chapter 14–A boy without a home
• Why did nobody speak to Pieter in the camp?
• What did Pieter think of when he couldn’t sleep?
• What became of Hugo?
• Why did Anshel say that they couldn’t be children
anymore?
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Questions
1. At the beginning of the book we feel sympathy for Pierrot
because of how difficult his life has been. However we
begin to lose sympathy for him as the story moves on.
How does the author achieve this?
2. Pierrot’s father tells him ‘You may have been born in
France and you live in Paris, but you’re German through
and through, just like me.’ Do you think that a person can
have only one nationality or is identity more complex than
this?
3. After his father attacks his mother, Pierrot ran to Anshel’s
apartment and began reading his stories. ‘Somehow he
found that losing himself in a world that wasn’t his own
was a welcome escape.’ Do you ever find comfort in stories
when things aren’t going well?
4. Pierrot’s best friend is Anshel, yet he ends up becoming a
Nazi and hating Jewish people. Why does this happen? Do
you think that something like this could happen today?
5. When Pierrot first put on the uniform that Hitler gave
him ‘he thought of Kurt Kotler again, and realised how
wonderful it would be to have such authority; to be able
to take what you wanted, from whomever you wanted,
instead of always having things taken from you.’ Had the
uniform changed Pierrot? Do you believe that people act
differently when they wear a uniform, especially a military
one?
6. Pierrot tells Beatrix ‘You’re just a woman. Necessary to the
Reich, of course but the business of Germany is best left
to men like the Führer and me.’ What does this statement
tell us about how the Nazis and now Pierrot felt towards
women?
7. ‘It was Pierrot who had climbed out of bed that morning,
but it was Pieter who returned to it now before falling
asleep.’ How are Pieter and Pierrot different?
8. After he betrays his aunt and saves Hitler, the author refers
to Pierrot as Pieter. Why does the author do this? Do you
think someone can change who they are inside by taking
on a different name?
9. ‘But he wasn’t French any more, he realised. Nor was
he German.’ Pieter comes to this conclusion when the
war is coming to an end. If he wasn’t either of these
nationalities, then what was he? Is it possible not to have
any nationality?
10. If you were Anshel, how would you have reacted after
Pierrot/Pieter had told you the story of his life so far?
Would you have wanted to be friends with him?
11. The book is divided into three sections and ends with an
epilogue. Does this structure have any impact on your
enjoyment or understanding of the book?
12. Many people believe that is important that we remember
what happened during the holocaust so that nothing like
that could ever happen again. Do you think that anything
like it could happen in Ireland? Has anything like this
happened here? Explain your answer.
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Activities
Pretend that you are the adult Pierrot and that you are writing
a letter to your younger self. What advice would you give?
Pierrot would tell Anshel stories which he would then write. Tell
a friend a short story and ask him/her to write it down. Now
swap roles. How have the stories changed? What did you prefer
more, telling the story or writing it? How are the two activities
different?
Write a diary entry from Anshel around the time Pierrot
stopped writing to him. Describe what is happening to your
family at this time. Consider why Pierrot has stopped writing to
you.
During the Holocaust six million Jews were killed by the Nazis.
Research what happened to the Jewish people of Paris and
France. When you are carrying out this research make sure
that you consult reputable sources. If you are unsure of the
reliability of a source ask a parent, teacher or librarian for
advice.
Write a summary of what happened to the lives of Pierrot and
Anshel after the book had ended. Write a review of the book,
recommending a suitable age group.
How did you feel when Pierrot betrayed his aunt? Would you
have preferred if he had not done this? Would this have made
the book better? Discuss other books in which something
shocking or uncomfortable happens and think about why
authors write events like this into their stories.
Each chapter has a title and together they read almost like a
summary of the book. Create a different title for each chapter:
• Three red spots on a handkerchief
• The medal in the cabinet
• A letter from a friend and a letter from a stranger
• Three train journeys
• The house at the top of the mountain
• A little less French, a little more German
• The sound that nightmares make
• The brown paper parcel
• A shoemaker, a soldier, a king
• A Happy Christmas at the Berghof
• A special project
• Eva’s party
• The Darkness and the light
• A boy without a home
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GULLIVER
illustrated by Lauren O’Neill
suitable for 8+
The O’Brien Press
ISBN 9781847176769 (HBK)

Summary
When Gulliver sets sail for the Tropics, the last thing he expects
is to find himself stranded in a land of small people - so small,
in fact, they are the size of his thumb! Despite their size, the
islanders manage to take Gulliver hostage and in order to
survive he must learn their ways. A second adventure sees
Gulliver arrive in a land of terrifying Giants. The tables turn
now that Gulliver himself is as tiny as a mouse. Once again he
must fend for his life. Simply falling into bowl of cream could
be the end of him! Gulliver is an abundantly illustrated retelling
of a favourite classic.

About the Illustrator:
Lauren O’Neill is an illustrator and graphic designer based
in Dublin. Originally from Wexford, she moved to Dublin to
study Vis Comm in NCAD and now thinks of the city as home.
Since graduating in 2006 she has worked mainly as a designer
in branding and advertising but has recently begun to focus
on illustration full time. Lauren has been an avid reader since
childhood so illustrating books has been a lifelong ambition.

Judges’ Comments
This beautifully illustrated, dynamic retelling skilfully meets
the challenge of bringing this beloved classic novel to a new
generation. Mary Webb’s accessible, carefully-pitched text
about Gulliver’s time with the Lilliputians (in which he is
perceived as a giant) and his stay with the Brobdingnag (where
the people are giants compared to him) interweaves with
Lauren O’Neill’s captivating, immersive illustrations. The red
ribbon for marking page position evokes a continuity of literary
heritage while Webb and O’Neill skilfully capture the original
tale’s humour and satire. An engaging read-aloud for junior
classes and a valuable book for readers about the futility of war
and the importance of respecting different perspectives.
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Questions
Before you begin the book:
• Have you read any other stories about Gulliver? Or seen
any films about Gulliver? What are your expectations of
the book based on these books/films?
• Look at the front cover. What do you think this book is
about?
• Look at the back cover. Does this change what you think
the book will be about?
When you have read the book:
1. Do you think the cover illustration was a good choice?
Would you have picked something else? Why or why not?
2. Do you like the colours used in the pictures?
3. What was your favourite picture in the book? Describe it.
4. How many characters were in the book?
5. How many animals and insects were in the book? Can you
name them all?
6. Count how many looking-devices you can find in the
illustrations e.g. eyeglasses, telescopes, magnifying glasses.
7. Does the illustrator show us any people or worlds that the
writer does not mention?
8. Do you notice any changes to Gulliver’s clothes over the
course of the book? Go through the illustrations page by
page.
9. What part of the story did you find the funniest?
10. Who was your favourite character and why?
11. If you stayed the size you are now, would you rather live in
The Land of Lilliput or The Land of the Giants? Why?
12. Did anyone treat Gulliver nicely?
13. Why does Gulliver not want the Lilliputians to find the
eyeglasses hidden in his pockets? Is this what you expected
to be hidden in his secret pocket? What other things do
you think he is hiding in this pocket?
Questions for older readers:
1. If you have read or seen any other versions of Gulliver’s
Travels, how did this retelling compare?
2. What are the challenges of retelling a story whether for
book, stage, television or film?
3. Why do you think the story of Gulliver has remained
popular for so long?
4. How would you describe each of the characters in this
book?
5. How do the tiny Lilliputians manage to control Gulliver?
Why does he not break free?
6. Why does Gulliver show the Lilliputians mercy?
7. Who is more dangerous, the Lilliputians or the Giants?
Why?
8. Do any of the characters treat Gulliver as an equal?
9. Are there any similarities between The Land of Lilliput and
The Land of the Giants?
10. How does the Giants’ treatment of Gulliver compare to his
treatment of the Lilliputians?
11. The story includes Emperors and invaders. Do you know
what these terms refer to? Do these terms relate to any
recent events at the time of Swift’s writing? Could The
Land of Lilliput, Blefuscu or The Land of the Giants be
actual countries in disguise?
12. Do you think the illustrator does a good job at showing us
how the characters are feeling?
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13. How do you think the illustrator created the pictures?
14. What colours are used most commonly throughout the
book? Can you think of reasons why the illustrator chose
these colours?
15. Compare the clothing and accessories of the royalty with
those of the townspeople and workingmen. Can you notice
any differences?
16. How does the illustrator show size and scale?
17. Why is Gulliver sometimes cut off the page?
18. Why do you think the illustrator included so many lookingdevices in the pictures?
19. Why do you think the illustrator included so many animals
and insects in the pictures?
20. Why does the illustrator sometimes show us things that
the writer does not mention in the text?
21. Are there any parts in the story that you think should have
been illustrated but were not?
22. What age group do you think this book is intended for and
why?
Activities
• Write a short review of the book. Draw your own
illustration to accompany it.
• Both the telescope and microscope were invented in
the seventeenth century and improved lenses were still
developing when Swift wrote his original book in 1726.
Humans began seeing the world in an entirely new way
through these devices. Look at something very small
through a microscope or magnifying glass. You could also
try viewing something far away though a telescope. Sketch
what you see. You can even ask a partner to guess what
the object is.
• Explorers were still discovering new lands at the time
of Swift’s writing. Imagine you are a explorer who has
just discovered a new land. Write a letter to your friend
describing it in detail. Be as imaginative as you wish.
Include some drawings of the new things you come
across such as people, houses, animals, clothing, and
objects. Remember, cameras were not invented by the
time Gulliver set sail so explorers would have had to make
detailed sketches themselves!
• Explorers relied on maps and had to make detailed records
of all their travels. However, maps were always being
revised due to new discoveries. Make a map that includes
all of the places Gulliver intends to visit. Based on the
information you find in the story, try to draw the route
that Gulliver intends to follow. Also try to guess where
The Land of Lilliput and The Land of the Giants might be
located on this map.
• Use an old shoebox to make a home for a person as big as
your thumb. Change the uses of everyday normal-sized
objects as Gulliver does. For example, he uses a thimble as
a flowerpot. See the image on page 70 for ideas.
• As a class, place all of the shoeboxes together in the layout
of a town. Create cut-out humans the size of your thumb
and place them in the houses and on the streets. Walk
through the town to experience what it is like to be a giant.
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Activities for older readers
• What kind of techniques do you think illustrator Lauren
O’Neill uses to create the pictures? Can you create your
own picture using these materials?
• Describe an ordinary object with a new eye. Describe it as
if you are from another planet - you are seeing it for the
first time and you have no idea what it is used for. Do not
name the object and only describe it in terms of shape,
colour, size and texture. Read your descriptions aloud and
let classmates guess the object.
• The writer often describes the size of things in terms
of other things. For example, she describes a Lilliputian
garden as small as a postage stamp. In the Land of the
Giants, she describes bowls as big as swimming pools. Pick
out some objects in either land and try to make similar
comparisons yourself.
• Travel books were very popular in Swift’s day and he
used them as inspiration for his book. Write a diary or
travelogue describing one of Gulliver’s voyages. Detail the
challenges he faced as well as his changing feelings e.g.
fear, excitement, loneliness, hunger.
• Research the time period the book was written in. Look
at topics such as science, travel, politics and history. Does
this influence your understanding of the book? What latest
developments does Swift incorporate into the story?
• Organise a class debate arguing whether Gulliver is better
off living in The Land of Lilliput or The Land of the Giants.
• Organise the class into small groups. Imagine that you are
a new country. Decide together on the set of laws for your
country. Consider how you might deal with either a ‘ManMountain’ or a thumb-sized visitor.
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IRELANDOPEDIA
written by John Burke
illustrated by Fatti Burke
suitable for all ages
Gill & Macmillan
ISBN 9780717169382 (HBK)
About the Author:
John Burke is Fatti’s 68-year-old dad. He is a retired primary
school teacher and was Teaching Principal of Passage East
National School from 1980 to 2009. He has always been
interested in environmental studies, local history and exploring
Ireland. He is currently Chairperson of Waterford Teachers’
Education Centre and Secretary of Barony of Gaultier Historical
Society. He lives in Waterford.

Summary
Irelandopedia is an exciting and vibrant compendium of facts,
figures and fascinating findings about our little Emerald Isle.
From the most southerly point in Cork to the most northerly
point in Donegal, follow a tour of the best sights and sounds
Ireland has to offer.
Take a tour of all 32 counties and meet some interesting
characters along the way, ranging from local celebrities to
world famous musicians and athletes. Learn about the local
delicacies and traditions each county has to offer. Find out
about the flora and fauna that grace our small Island and learn
about the intriguing historical figures that have shaped our
country.
A beautiful book that will appeal to armchair travelers of all
ages and an engaging title to share with the entire family!
Created by father and daughter team, Fatti Burke’s absorbing
and witty illustrations bring the story of Ireland to life and
perfectly compliment John’s exciting and often humorous Irish
trivia.
Judge’s comments:
This ‘compendium of maps, facts and knowledge’ about Ireland
and Irish life by father and daughter team, John Burke and Fatti
Burke, has infectious appeal for all the family and immense
potential as a platform for projects, independent research
and crosscurricular learning across the primary sector. Each
county’s doublespread is vividly evoked with witty and detailed
illustrations which work perfectly in counterpart with the
accessible, engaging text and an endless treasure trove of facts.
This absorbing book will immerse even the most reluctant
reader and will spark curiosity, pleasure and pride about local
environments, history, culture and the richness of modern and
ancient Ireland.

About the Illustrator:
Kathi ‘Fatti’ Burke is a 25-year-old illustrator with a passion
for all things Irish. With a combined love of mapmaking and
travel, she likes nothing more than drawing the places around
her. She graduated from NCAD in 2012 and has been working
as an illustrator ever since, creating commercial, editorial
and commissioned pieces. She has been voted one of 2014’s
‘Women to Watch’, featured in 2015 as a ‘Rising Female
Star’ by the Irish Independent and described as an ‘Illustrator
Extraordinaire’ by Image magazine. Originally from Co.
Waterford, Kathi now lives and works in Dublin City.
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Questions
Before you begin the book:
Look at the front cover. What do you think the book is about?

Activities for Older Readers:
Choose one city in the world and recreate a visual-opedia
Pick a county
• Have they left out any major landmarks or
architecture?
• Have they ommitted any famous characters?
• Who would you add and why?
• What else would you feature and why?

When you have read the book:
• What was your favourite picture or spread (two facing
pages) from the book? Describe it.
• Do you think the cover illustration was strong? Would you
have picked something else?
• What do you think of the font used? (How do you think it
was created?)
• How do you think the illustrator created the pictures?
(What materials if any did she use?)

Then and Now:
• Chooses a county and do a visual-opedia based on
life a century ago
• Would a 1916 Dublin look very different from a
2016 Dublin map?
• Which buildings and landmarks would feature in
each?
• Are there any particular statues that might appear
in one but not the other?
• Woud the famous characters differ? Did we have
‘celebrities’ in the past?

Questions for older readers:
• Do you think the book is inviting to all ages?

Activities:
Write a short review of the book.
Create your own ‘opedia’ based on your local area or
hometown
• Which characters would feature?
• Are there any local ‘celebrities’ or well known
characters?
• Are there any famous statues or buildings which
should feature?

What other ‘opedia’ displays could you do on Ireland?
Split the class up into groups and assign them themes
to research and debate who makes the cut. Ask them
to create posters for the classroom of the following
themes:
Animalopedia
• What are the native animals of Ireland?
• How many native dog breeds do we have?

Choose a historical character from any county featured and
write up a report on that person (a biography in words and
pictures).

Birdopedia
• What are our native birds and where are their
habitat?
• What is their migratory pattern?
• What countries might they visit?

Classroom Projects:
Create a large version of the school’s own ‘opedia’.
Create a large version of the local village or town-opedia. Split
into groups and research:
• The town’s history
• Historical figures you would add or any local celebrities.
This could be someone who is well known locally to all the
school children such as the lollipop lady, the school bus
driver, the mayor etc.

Musicopedia
• What are our native musical instruments?
• Who are most celebrated musicians through the
years?
• What are our most loved songs?

Guess the county game:
Scan or photocopy different elements from the different maps
and get the children to guess which county they belong to.

Peopleopedia
• Who are most celebrated figures?
• Historical Figures, TV Presenters, politicians, writers,
poets, musicicans.

Play a ‘Game of Links’:
Play a game of what links the counties. Choose an element or
picture from one county and ask the children to research how
that picture relates to another county or come up with your
own items which are not featured:
For example, Meath – Book of Kells – Dublin
(The Book of Kells is now on permanent display in Marsh’s
Library in Trinity College)
Another example, Limerick – John F Kennedy – Wexford
(JFK’s maternal great grandfather came from Bruff in Limerick
but where in Wexford is JFK’s ancestoral home?)
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THE WORDSMITH
writtem by Patricia Forde
suitable for 12+
Little Island Books
ISBN 9781908195999 (PBK)
About the Author
Patricia Forde lives in Galway, in the west of Ireland. She has
published three picturebooks in the Irish language and lots of
easy reader titles. The Wordsmith is her first novel for this older
age group. She has also written two plays, as well as several
television drama series for children and teenagers. She has
worked as a writer on both English and Irish language soap
operas. In another life, she was a primary school teacher and
the artistic director of Galway Arts Festival. She lives with one
husband, two teenagers, and a dog called Ben in a house in the
middle of a small wood. In her spare time, she collects vintage
children’s books and reads them late at night.

Summary
On the death of her master, Letta is suddenly promoted
from apprentice to Wordsmith, charged with collecting and
archiving words in post-apocalyptic, neo-medieval Ark. When
she uncovers a sinister plan to suppress language and rob the
people of Ark of the power of speech, she realises that she has
to save not only words, but the culture itself. A beautiful and
gripping dystopian story of how words make us who we are.
Judges’ Comment
Forde’s evocative and reflective novel poses thought-provoking
questions about global warming, the power of communication,
the role of religion and the value of the arts. This novel offers
opportunities for debates, creative writing and Social, Personal
and Health Education (SPHE) discussions about human rights,
freedom of speech, totalitarian regimes and the importance of
language in their own lives and wider society.
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Reading Journal
The suggestions below highlight some important things to look
out for as you progress through the book. Try to make notes
and record your changing responses to the story, as this will be
useful when you come to tackle the questions and activities
featured on the following pages …

•
•

Before you begin the book:
• Look at the cover. It is quite plain. Does it attract you?
Would you prefer a picture/illustration?
• The typeface of the title is unusual–does it make you more
or less interested in the book? Does it hint at anything
about the book?
• Look closely–what more can you see on the cover? Turn
the book over and look at the back and spine of the book.
Notice the details.
Read the Prologue:
• Does the prologue encourage you to read on? Is it
confusing or enticing? Or both?

•
•
•

•

Letta chat more, and even share a joke–based on use of a
‘textspeak’ word. What is the word? And why might it be
important that they share a sense of humour?
How is food served in Ark? Do you think this is a good
idea?
Marlo explains the gavvers shot him, with Black Angel–
what is the effect of this?
Why might Mrs Truckle (the teacher), not like using the
tally sticks?
Werber Downes is serving at the water station. What type
of character is he? And what does he think of Letta?
Did you guess where Marlo hid when the gavver called to
look for him? How did the gavver describe the boy, and his
type, to Letta?
The last section of this chapter is in italics–why do you
think this is? What do we learn from John Noa?

Read Chapters 4–6
• What was Letta’s parents’ last message to their baby
daughter?
• We hear about Tintown. Who lives there? And why?
• Letta considers turning Marlo in but changes her mind
after witnessing a particular incident. Why does she
reconsider? Is she right?
• ‘Poor Goddess, she had come to warn them, but they
hadn’t listened’. Who, or what, was the Goddess, and what
did she come to warn about?
• What does Marlo tell Letta about the difference between a
Desecrator and a Creator?
• Letta still loves Ark, but she finally admits to herself that
she hates List. What do you know, so far, about why John
Noa created List? Do you agree with his view, or with
Letta? Why?
• Letta is tempted to tell Mrs Truckle everything. Why
doesn’t she? Would you have told her?
• Why is Letta helping Marlo? Might there be more than one
reason?
• Why does Letta decide to go to the Wheatfields to meet
Marlo’s uncle Finn? What does she see when she gets
there? What does she hear?
• Marlo and Letta discuss the future. In what way do they
see it things differently? Could their views be reconciled?
• Read the section in italics. Why does John Noa blame
words? Is he right?

Read Chapters 1–3
• Look at the chapter heading illustrations. (Word Cards)
What purpose do you think they serve?
• There are two types of speech in Ark. What are they? And
what is the difference between them? How many words
does John Noa, the ruler of Ark, want to cut from the
approved List?
• On page 17 we begin to understand what it is to ‘edit’
words that are deemed no longer useful. How is this done?
Why does the boy not recognise the word ‘ant’?
• In the first mention of a place ‘outside Ark’, Benjamin,
the Wordsmith tells Letta, his apprentice that ‘there is a
lot of unrest out there’. What does he hint about what’s
happening inside Ark?
• On page 19 Letta imagines her future as a trained
Wordsmith. What does she imagine herself doing?
• On her walk, Letta meets a group of children. What is
different about the way they spend their day, to how
children spend their time where you live?
• Letta goes to the beach. It is not a place of play but one of
fear, with memories of destruction caused by great tidal
waves. What might have caused these tidal waves do you
think?
• Letta works on a special box of words for apprentice
carpenters. What words does this box contain?
• Letta notices a young boy, Daniel, has 15 notches on his
tally stick. What do we learn about how and why tally
sticks are used in Ark?
• On page 24 Letta prepares boxes of words, detailing 30
types of fruit to be removed, including pineapple. Which
fruits remain on the List? Why might the names of these
fruits remain?
• A Boy–a stranger, comes into the shop. What does he ask
for? And where does Letta find it?
• The Boy is wounded but alive. Letta brings him to her
room. Is this unusual behaviour for Letta? Why do you
think she chooses to harbour a possible felon?
• Marlo (the boy) gets delirious from his wounds–uses nonList words, e.g. ‘betray’. When the fever breaks, Marlo and

Read Chapters 7–9
• Letta makes her first visit to John Noa’s house, where she
meets Amelia Deer. What do we find out about Amelia?
• John Noa tells Letta something shocking. What is it? How
does he handle giving the news?
• Next day Letta went to the Central Kitchen, opened the
shop, transcribed words–all in a kind of numbness. Was
this a realistic portrayal of a reaction to sudden bad news?
• Letta goes to Benjamin’s study and examines a map of the
Forest. What does she notice?
• Why does Letta set out for Tintown? Does her description
of Tintown remind you of any kind of town from today’s
world? What do you think life would be like there?
• Letta is attacked by a group of children. Who rescues her?
And how?
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Letta helps an injured old man on the street, by giving him
water. What used he do, before the Melting? Where does
the old man’s son take Letta?
Smith Fearfall repeats to Letta the story of finding the
body of Benjamin Lazlo near the river. But a small detail
makes Letta suspicious of his story–what is it?
As Letta heads out of Tintown she comes across the
Wordless. What are the different theories of their origin?
Which theory do you believe? Or could there be another
explanation?
Once back inside the wall–Letta sees something intriguing
on the windmill. What does Letta see? And what is her
reaction to it?
What does the old man say to the crowd? What do the
gavvers do to him? What is the reaction of the crowd to
how the gavvers treat the old man?
Letta prepares to make new ink. Did you enjoy the detailed
description of how she makes the ink?
On page 111 we hear about Ark’s ‘Two child policy’. What
do you think of this? Does it remind you of any similar
policy in the real world?
Letta talks to Hugo through a grating into his prison cell.
He tells her how to contact the Desecrators/Creators. How
does the young gavver treat the prisoner? How does Letta
react?
Letta returned home, to find a card in the Dropbox. What
did the card say? Were you surprised?

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Read Chapters 10–12
• How does Letta react to the suggestion that Benjamin may
be alive? Does she believe it?
• While leaving a note at the Goddess statue, what does
Letta impulsively promise Rose, the Healer’s wife, that she
will do?
• What do you think of the different ways that Rose and
Letta view the Goddess statue?
• Marlo has a narrow escape as John Noa visits Letta in the
shop. What did he come to say to Letta? Will Letta trust
him this time?
• In the Italic section, we learn more about life before the
Melting and the speeches given by John Hardy, last Prime
Minister of England, Ireland and Wales. What do you think
happened to Scotland?
• Letta decides to persuade John Noa to put some abstract
words back into the list. What words was Letta talking
about, and why did she want them back? Do you think he
would agree?
• While waiting to meet John Noa, Letta overhears him
and the gavvers talking about Benjamin. What were they
saying? How does John Noa get around his ‘no kill’ policy?
Is this honest?
• On page 142 Letta finally realises/decides that John Noa is
her enemy–why?
• To fulfil Marlo and Finn’s plan to find Benjamin, Letta
agrees to go once more to John Noa’s house. What does
she go there for? Why would Letta risk her life like this?
Read Chapters 13–15.
• Letta asks John Noa to add the word ‘hope’ to List. How
does he explain that this is not a good idea?
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Letta hides in a laboratory–what does she discover there
about John Noa’s deception?
Hiding under John Noa’s desk, Letta overhears a chilling
conversation. How does he describe Man?
On page 160 Letta hatches a plan, to use a bottle of ink
to help find where they are taking Benjamin. How will this
work? Do you know a story where a similar device is used
when entering a forest?
What happens when Letta sees Benjamin is actually on
the cart? Does everything go as planned?
Where does the beetroot ink trail lead them? What do
they find inside the ring of fire?
Where does Edgeware take them? And what state is
Benjamin in at this time?
What does Letta realise about her feelings for Benjamin?
Have they changed?

Read Chapters 16 –18.
• As Letta nurses Benjamin, what does he warn her about?
What does he tell her not to do? What does he tell her she
must do? What does he say about the birds?
• Do you see as ironic that as Letta struggles to express her
love, Benjamin says ‘no need for words’?
• How does Letta react to Benjamin’s death?
• Why does Letta not agree to Finn and Marlo’s invitation to
live with them and join the revolution?
• Edgeware reveals that she once had a son–what does her
story suggest about the future of Ark?
• Read the Italic section. What do we learn about John Noa’s
state of mind? Does he have hope?
• By page 192, as we observe Marlo and Letta exchanging
goodbyes, we get a glimpse into their feelings for each
other. Describe them.
• What happens on Shoe Changing Day? What does it tell us
about life in Ark?
• How has Letta’s attitude towards Ark changed since the
start of the book?
• Marlo brings Letta to a hidden space under the Pumphouse
in the forest, where they are to question the Scavenger
Fearfall. What type of world does Letta see there?
• How does listening to the music affect Letta? What does
Leyla, the musician say about music?
• What do you think of John Noa’s assertion that humans
should be no different from the sheep in the fields? What
does Marlo have to say about this?
• How is the interrogation of Fearfall carried out? Does this
remind you of anything you have seen in a film or on TV?
What threats do they use? What information do they
eventually get from Fearfall?
• On page 212 Letta removes her hood to comfort Fearfall’s
small son. The others are worried because she has put
herself at risk. Letta allowed sentiment to overcome fear.
What do you think about this?
Read Chapters 19–21.
• Letta heads back to Tintown, to find the old scientist and
ask about Nicene. What does he tell her? Does this explain
why Benjamin warned her not to drink the water?
• Solem, the scientist, asks about the three Deer sisters. Can
you take a guess yet at who they are?
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•
•
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•

•
•
•

When Carver throws Letta into a prison cell–she is rescued
by John Noa. Why do you think he does this?
Leyla is also in a prison cell, but John Noa is not so kind to
her. What happens?
John Noa send Letta off with a promise to send her bottles
of water. Why does he do this? Is this confirmation of his
plan? How does Letta feel about John Noa now?
Letta has had strange conversations with Leyla, with
hints about ‘the women in her family’. What might she be
talking about? What does Amelia confirm?
What does Letta learn about Leyla and Finn–and why has
Finn given Leyla a blade?
Next morning, Letta sees a flock of birds set off across the
ocean. What does this remind her of?
How does Letta discover that her mother, Freya, was the
third Deer sister, alongside Amelia and Leyla?

•

•

•

Read Chapters 22–25.
• Finn, Marlo and Letta set their plan in motion to foil John
Noa’s attempt at poisoning the water supply. How is Letta
going to get inside the water tower? Do you think they will
succeed?
• Do you think the author’s description of Letta’s rough
journey in the water barrel was good? How?
• Why does Letta find the height of the water tower and
the narrow ledges so difficult? How does John Noa use
his knowledge of her frailty to his own advantage? Does it
work?
• As Letta and John Noa face their final confrontation–he
tries to unnerve her with words. What does he say, and
what effect does he hope to have? How does Letta
counter this?
• How well do you think the chaos of the battle scene is
described? Does the author get the tension right in the
final struggle between Letta and John Noa?
• What do you think of the idea that it is a deluge of water
that saves them in the end?
• In the aftermath, Letta wonders what the future will bring?
What do you think will happen?
• Are you surprised that Amelia has taken power in Ark?
• Letta is happy to be re-united with Marlo. Do you think
they have a future together?
• Do you think the ending leaves things open for a sequel?
What type of story might it be?
The Broader Questions:
• The author uses Word Cards as chapter headings–some
words from List, some Non-List. Have a look at the
words chosen as chapter headings and see if they tell you
anything about the most important themes of the story.
• What do the Non-List words tell you about life in Ark, and
what is valued, and not valued, there?
• Discuss the importance of water in Ark and surrounding
world. It is often used as a type of currency in the story–
can you find any examples of that?
• Many of the events in the later chapters of the book,
and even the plot devices, are foreshadowed by smaller,
seemingly insignificant events in the early chapters. Did
you notice this as you read? Was it intrusive? Or was
it something that led you naturally along as the story

•

•

•

unfolded? See if you can come up with two or three
examples of this happening.
One aspect of the story was the tentative, blossoming
romance between Letta and Marlo. Do you think this
thread of the story was handled well? Did you think Marlo
and Letta would end up together? Do they have a chance
at happiness? What might their lives be like?
When we finally learn of John Noa’s plan to make
humanity wordless–some would say, to bring humanity to
an end–are you convinced by the storyline? Did you guess
the plan before it is revealed in the book? Did you ‘know’
before Letta does? How does the author manage the
juggling of concealing/revealing his final plan?
The land where Letta lives is called Ark–and its ruler is John
Noa. Do these words remind you of another story? What
other parallels are there between these two stories? What
other religious references and symbolism did you notice in
the story?
Letta, as the Wordsmith, is sometimes asked to create
boxes of special words e.g. the word boxes for apprentice
plumber and gavvers. What is different about these word
boxes? She is also asked, on occasion, to get rid of certain
specialist word boxes, e.g. insect names, fruit varieties and
even colours that are deemed no longer needed. Discuss
why this might be, and what it means for the world of Ark.
Are there any words you would like to get rid of?
There are many examples of ‘hidden spaces’ in the book;
from the Monk’s Hole in Benjamin’s house, to the trapdoor
under the Pumphouse. Find examples in the text, and talk
about why these are used so much in the story.
Despite the lofty ideas behind the setting up of Ark, at
the end, the success or failure of the plan was heavily
influenced by the relationships between a small group of
people; John Noa, Benjamin, Letta’s father and the three
Deer sisters, Amelia, Leyla and Freya. Discuss.

Suggested Activities:
In telling the story of The Wordsmith, the author does not use
a restricted vocabulary like List–in fact, the writing is very
descriptive and beautiful at times. What would this book be like
if it was written in List? Could it be done? What would be lost?
Take a piece of writing–perhaps a children’s story–and retell it
using List type vocabulary. How many words can you get rid
of, and still keep the sense of the story? Does using a restricted
vocabulary change the story in any way? Which story would a
child prefer?
Tally sticks are mentioned in The Wordsmith. The children
wear them around their necks, and the teachers put a notch in
them for each breach of the language rules, i.e. each use of a
non-List word. Find out what tally sticks were originally used
for. Also, there was a specific use for tally sticks in education
in Ireland during the middle of the 19th century. Find out what
that was and consider if this use could have inspired the story
of the Wordsmith? Had you heard of tally sticks in this context
before? Do you think tally sticks would work in schools now, to
discourage use of one language, or encourage another?
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One of the themes of The Wordsmith is how humanity was let
down by the use and misuse of words. We hear how writers,
journalists, politicians and even some scientists misrepresented
what was really happening around climate change and the
dangers facing the world. Do you think this is happening now?
Have you come across this type of writing in print or online?
If so, bring some examples into class for discussion. Or, write
an article or speech as if you were a writer or politician using
words to deceive the public.
Look at the word cards used as chapter headings. Does the order
and timing of how the words are revealed to us say anything
about how the story is moving and where it is going?
Look through the chapter headings and the text and find all the
words we are told are Non-List i.e. forbidden to use in Ark.
What does this say about life in Ark and about how people are
supposed to life their lives? About what type of aspirations they
are allowed to have?
Amelia is an enigmatic character. Her motives remain unclear,
and we never see inside her head. Write a piece from her point
of view, perhaps as a series of diary entries she keeps during the
time covered by the story.
The future described in The Wordsmith has come about partly
because people did not act quickly enough to counteract the
effects of climate change. Do you think your school is doing
enough to highlight the issues around climate change? Design
a poster to display in your school or write an article for the
school magazine that draws attention to this issue.
What if John Noa had succeeded in his plan to make what was
left of humanity wordless? Write a possible alternative ending
to the story. What would happen to the human race?
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ONE
written by Sarah Crossan
suitable for 14+
Bloomsbury
ISBN 9781408863114 (HBK)

About the Author
Sarah Crossan is originally from Dublin and now lives in London
with her family. She graduated with a degree in Philosophy
and Literature before training as an English and drama teacher
at Cambridge University. She has been working to promote
creative writing in schools since. She taught English at a small
private school near New York until she became a full time
writer. Her first novel, The Weight of Water, won the CBI Eilís
Dillon Award in 2013. Apple and Rain was shortlisted for the CBI
Book of the Year Award 2015.

Summary
Grace and Tippi are twins – conjoined twins. And their lives are
about to change.
No longer able to afford homeschooling, they must venture
into the world – a world of stares, sneers and cruelty. Will they
find more than that at school? Can they find real friends? And
what about love? But what neither Grace or Tippi realises is
that a heart-wrenching decision lies ahead. A decision that
could tear them apart. One that will change their lives even
more than they ever imagined.
From Carnegie Medal shortlisted author Sarah Crossan, this
moving and beautifully crafted novel about identity, sisterhood
and love ultimately asks one question: what does it mean to
want and have a soulmate?
Judges’ Comments
A novel as unique as its title suggests, One chronicles the story
of Grace and Tippi, conjoined twins under constant medical
and psychological care. At age sixteen when they can no longer
afford to be homeschooled, they have to go to school for
the first time and negotiate a world of prejudice, friendship,
first love and gossip. Crossan’s signature blend of lyricism and
realism addresses complicated dynamics of family, identity,
sisterhood and difference. Told in verse and in the first person,
this elegant, sensitive story will stimulate reflections and
conversations about discrimination, diversity, difficult choices
and the bonds of love.
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Reading Journal
The suggestions below highlight some important things to look
out for as you progress through the book. Try to make notes
and record your changing responses to the story, as this will be
useful when you come to tackle the questions and activities
featured on the following pages.

•
•
•
•

Before you begin the book:
What do you notice about the two girls on the front cover?
Read the blurb. Were you correct? What, do you think, will be
the ‘heart–wrenching decision’? Give some reasons why you
might /might not be interested in reading this book.

•

Read ‘August’ (pages 3–33)
• What do you notice about the writing style? Do you like
reading this type of book?
• Grace is the narrator. Who does she live with?
• Grace and Tippi are conjoined. What do we learn about
their condition?
• What will happen in September? Compare the girls’
reactions to the news.
• Why is the home schooling arrangement coming to an end?
• Discuss the relationship between the twins and Dragon,
their younger sister.
• What preparation is made for September?
• How does each girl preserve confidentiality at the session
with the therapist?
• What is the result of their first visit to Dr Derrick?
Read ‘September’ (pages 37–150)
• What happens to the jigsaw?
• ‘I feel so ugly’ Tippi says. How did Grace respond?
• Do you agree with Dragon’s advice about high school?
(page 46)
• Is Grace aware of what is happening to the adults in the
house?
• Why, do you think, did Mrs James pick Jasmeen to be the
twin’s guide in their new school?
• How do the other pupils, besides Jasmeen and Jon, react to
Tippi and Grace?
• Grace wonders if they have found two friends in Jasmeen
and Jon. What do you think?
• What happens in the church?
• Why do the girls lie about the fall in the bathroom?
• Why does Grace keep her feelings for Jon a secret from
everyone?
• Three new voices are introduced in this section and their
thoughts are shown in italics.
• Who are they and why do you think the author deviated
from the single voice narrative?
• At the end of this section what concerns do you have for
the members of the family?
Read ‘October’ (pages 153–197)
• Should Jon have taken pity on Grace and let her win the
badminton match?
• Could you identify three pieces of evidence that the twins’
health is declining?
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‘Normal is the Holy Grail and only those without it know
its value.’ What did Grace mean by this?
Why is reading such a particular pleasure for Grace?
How could the twins ease the financial pressure on the
family and why do they resist this course of action?
Is Margot’s attempt at friendship and her offer of tic–tacs
appreciated by Grace?
What does Tippi say they can never do?

Read ‘Early November’ (pages 201–248)
• Should Tippi and Grace have endangered their health by
smoking and drinking and spending the night out of door?
• Grace wonders whether Science and Progress ‘could prevent
people like us ever being born again.’ What do you think is
her opinion on this?
• How do you think Tippi feels about Grace’s developing
relationship with Jon?
• Why does Grace think that very soon the family will be
destitute?
• Why do the girls finally decide to sell their story to the
media?
• Is there a difference between models making money on the
catwalk and the twins cashing in on their conjoined bodies?
Read ‘Mid November’ and ‘Late November’ (pages 251–305)
• Two family members will not be in the documentary. Why
is this?
• What is it about the twins that inspires Caroline?
• What do you think they make of their increased popularity
when it becomes known they will be the subjects of a
documentary?
• Do you agree with Tippi that Caroline is ‘a very decent
human being’? Why?
• What does Dr Derrick recommend and what are the
implications for each of the girls?
• Why is the proposed operation offered free of charge?
• When Grace says she is a parasite what does she mean?
Read ‘December’ (pages 309–362)
• What words does Grace use to explain to Dr Murphy her
feelings about the operation?
• What causes tension between the four on the trip to Long
Island?
• How do they spend their time on Long Island?
• Why is they choose Jasmeen to discuss their funeral
arrangements with?
• What causes Grace to say that she hates Jon?
Read ‘January’, ‘January 21st’ and ‘January 29th’
(pages 365–416)
• What preliminary procedure must be done prior to the
operation to separate the girls?
• Identify the speakers:
‘I’ll outlive you all’
‘You’re both lovely’
‘It’s always been complicated, you know’
‘I want you to know –’
• Why does Tippi paint Grace’s nails before surgery?
• Grace says ‘Luck is a lie’. What does she mean?
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•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the significance of the two dates: January 21st and
29th?
When Dr Derrick says he will do his best to keep the girls
together, what does he mean?
What is the result of the operation? Was this expected?
What is the significance of the Tippi page? (page 409)
Do you think Grace will survive?

The jigsaw on which the family work together creates a picture
of the painting entitled Friendship by Picasso. Google the image.
Grace says:
‘I like Picasso. He paints the essence of things and not only what
the eye can see’.
Create a new cover for the book integrating this painting into
the design.

Read ‘February’ and ‘March’ (pages 419– 430)
• If Dragon wrote a page at this point of the novel, what
might she write?
• How does Grace know what happened at the funeral?
• Does Grace recover?
• Why does she say ‘I have been a coward’?
• In your opinion, which of these themes in strongest in the
story: love, friendship, family, respect?

The story is written in blank verse, each section comprising a
series of poems. Do you like this style of writing? Read Crossan’s
other verse novels: The Weight of Water and Apple and Rain
Verse novels are more common in Young Adult Fiction in
America. Google other titles e.g. Out of Dust by award winning
author Karen Hesse.

Questions
1. Compare the personalities of Grace and Tippi. Because the
story is told, mainly, by Grace do we have greater insight
into her personality?
2. Do Grace and Tippi want to be separated? Why do you
think this is so? Consider each girl’s need for privacy, health,
love, identity, career, and friendship.
3. To what extent did having conjoined twins in the family
affect the others in the house? Select one (the mother,
father, grandmother or Dragon) and imagine they have a
session with the therapist Dr Murphy. Write or record what
was said.
4. Why did Jon and Jasmeen see beyond the difference when
most classmates did not? What was the relationship
between Jon and Jasmeen? Did Tippi and Grace benefit
equally from their relationships with Jon and Jasmeen?
How would the twins like to have been treated by their
classmates and by the public?
Activities
This story is fiction but the author has based Tippi’s and Grace’s
story on the amalgamated stories of real–life conjoined twins,
both living and dead. Research the lives of other conjoined
twins:
Abby and Brittany Hensel, Minnesota, USA (born 1990)
or
Chang and Eng Bunker, Thailand (born 1811) formerly know as
Siam. (Conjoined twins used to be known as Siamese twins
after the original Siamese twins – the Bunker brothers.)
or
Masha and Dasha Krivoshlyapova, Russia (born 1950)
or
Hassan and Hussein Benhaffaf, Ireland (born 2009 and
successfully separated when they were four months old)
Jon is an avid reader and their shared love of reading creates
a bond between him and Grace. Make a list of all the books
referred to throughout the novel.
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